Characterization of LD structures and the utility of HapMap in genetic association studies.
Observed distribution of and variation in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with respect to the evolution history and disease transmission in a population is the driving force behind the current wave of genome-wide association (GWA) studies of complex human diseases. An extensive literature covers topics from haplotype analysis that utilizes local LD structures in candidate genes and regions to genome-wide organization of LD blocks (neighborhood) that led to the development of International HapMap Project and panels of "tagSNPs" used by current GWA studies. In this chapter, we examine the scenarios where each of the major types of analysis methods may be applicable and where the current popular genotyping platforms for GWA might come short. We discuss current association analysis methods by emphasizing their reliance on the local LD structures or the global organization of the LD structures, and highlight the need to consider individual marker information content in large-scale association mapping.